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Personal or Professional Experience:

1. Have you worked in or with a unionized environment?

Yes. You can read more about my experience on my website’s about page. In
summary, I have been a member of CUPE Local 4207, PSAC Local 610, and CUPE
Local 3913. I also worked in a unionized environment as a linehandler, for 3
seasons, tying up ships on the St. Lawrence Seaway when I was a student at Brock
University.

2. If you were to pick 3 words to describe the labour movement generally, what
would they be:

● Solidarity
● Community
● Action

3. What area of Hamilton do you live in?

Ward 2, in downtown Hamilton

https://www.cameronforward2.ca/about


4. What are your favourite places to spend time in Hamilton?

I live downtown and spend most of my time walking, often with my dog Carson, and
riding a bike here, so I’m often at Bayfront Park, Durand Coffee, Gore Park,
Shamrock Park, out on James Street North, or on the Escarpment Rail Trail. I also
like spending time throughout the city of Hamilton, especially at Gage Park, Sam
Lawrence Park, on nature trails including Princess and Sassafras Points and at
conservation areas like Christie Lake and Fifty Point. I’m also a big fan of Mixed
Media, now in Westdale (but originally in Ward 2), and visit them whenever I can.

5. Have you worked in a municipal environment?

I have been a volunteer member of the City of Hamilton’s LGBTQ Advisory
Committee and served as its Chair from May 2019 until December 2021.

6. Do you have experience working with policy and legislation?

Yes. I have been an active participant in our local democracy as a delegate and
have made suggestions that City Council has adopted to improve its bylaws. I was
also the Chair of the City’s LGBTQ Advisory Committee. In that role, I was tasked
with preparing committee reports that, in some cases, formed official City policy.

As the President of CUPE Local 3913, I sat on a variety of committees that drafted
workplace health and safety, human rights, and equity policies. I have also helped a
number of organizations draft their bylaws and policies including for boards I served
on like The AIDS Network, the Hamilton Literacy Council, and the Hamilton Centre
for Civic Inclusion.

7. Do you have experience in reviewing and approving budgets on an
organizational level?

Yes. I managed a small business before running as a candidate for Ward 2 and was
responsible for our budgeting and finances. As the President of CUPE Local 3913, I
was not only responsible for assisting in preparing and presenting budgets to our
members but I led a 2-year forensic audit.

I have participated, extensively, in budget analysis and preparation, and oversight at
the board level for organizations like the Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion and as
Chair of the City of Hamilton’s LGBTQ Advisory Committee.



8. What motivates you to seek election?

I’m motivated and inspired by those who are working around me to build a better
Hamilton. I am not coming to this work out of a sense of entitlement or raw political
ambition. My desire to represent Ward 2 comes from the work I have done in
downtown communities, the trust I have built with my neighbours and friends, and
the desire to see Hamilton reach its full potential.

Hamilton:

9. What changes do you hope to implement as new City Councillor or New Term?

I plan to focus on 8 priorities, all of which include a number of specific policy
changes, if I am elected to represent Ward 2 on City Council, they are -

● Environmental Stewardship
● Affordable Housing
● Accountable Leadership
● Safe Neighbourhoods
● Dependable Transit
● Community Engagement
● Responsive Services
● Sustainable Growth

You can review these priorities, which make up my platform, including the more than
70 specific policy changes I hope to get to work on if I’m elected, on my website.

10.What do you think the critical issues are facing the City of Hamilton?

Please see my answer to the question immediately above. I think the 8 priority points
in my platform are critical for moving Hamilton forward.

11. Do you think there needs to be any changes to taxes?

Yes, as a City we need to find additional revenue streams so that traditional property
taxes are not the only source of revenue.

That being said, taxes are currently one of the only means that the City of Hamilton
has to raise the money it needs to support citywide services. As inflation rises, and
the costs of delivering services increases, so too will property taxes. Whether or not
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those taxes increase above inflation is something that is considered as part of the
budget process, and something that is weighed against a number of competing
factors and priorities.   The changes we make to how much and from where we find
additional revenues will require detailed, long range planning and implementation. 

If YES, under what circumstances and why and what rate?

The rate is always based on the current budget and a lengthy recommendation that
staff brings forward as part of the City’s annual budget process. It would be
irresponsible to suggest a potential rate increase for 2023 without seeing the budget
documents themselves. The specific context is important.

12.Do you have any ideas on new revenue streams for the City of Hamilton and
what are they?

There are very few new ways to raise money through taxation, or otherwise, given
the current Provincial legislation.

In other cities, around the world, taxation has been levied against a number of things
like property (as in Hamilton) and goods and services (as in New York City). In order
for Hamilton to pursue new revenue funding streams through taxation, the Province
would have to agree to either create a specific Act for the City of Hamilton (as with
the City of Toronto Act) or change its binding municipal legislative requirements in
law.

Apart from that, I think the City of Hamilton can do much more to tap into funding at
the Provincial and Federal levels by coming to the table with assets, like land, to
build affordable housing. In that area, I think we’re falling behind some of our peers
and could benefit from thinking more broadly about how we can leverage existing
funding.

13.What part of Hamilton do you think requires the most attention and why?

I strongly believe that every part of Hamilton should receive attention from our
municipal government. For far too long, the suburbs have been pitted against the
downtown and the mountain against the lower city. This hasn’t gotten us anywhere.
Until we come together as a city, and make decisions that benefit all residents,
equitably, we will continue to fail to meet our potential as one of the best cities in
Canada. Internally competing against each other is not the way to build our city.



14.What part of Hamilton do you think requires the least amount of attention and
why?

See my answer to question 13.

15.Do you plan on addressing the City’s aging infrastructure? Do you support
keeping this work in house with the Public Works’ Department?

We don’t have a choice. We must confront the ever growing $4 billion infrastructure
deficit that has been left, as a legacy, by previous terms of City Council. No matter
where I have been in Hamilton, residents have spoken about aging roads, sewers,
sidewalks, and parks. It’s time for us to come up with a plan to tackle this and to
reach out to other levels of government to help us catch up. Cities cannot take on
this work alone, especially major port cities like Hamilton, an active province-wide
transit and transportation hub.

I support keeping public work public and to ensuring that we can continue to deliver
these infrastructure services through the City of Hamilton, including through our
Public Works department. This topic also links directly to how we manage our urban
boundary, since each new suburban development ends up adding to our
infrastructure deficit over time.

16.Do you support the LRT?

Yes. I have been a vocal supporter of the LRT because I think, if done right, it can
help us transition to a just recovery, provide affordable housing, improve our retail
and commercial business base, help with our infrastructure deficit (and future costs),
and improve transit citywide.

17.How would you support a vibrant economy with consideration to the
environment?

The evidence is in. Green economies are profitable economies. There is no longer
any reason for us to rely solely on economics that don’t first prioritize the
environment. The City of Hamilton declared a climate emergency and we have to
take that seriously. We will have nothing left if we don’t prioritize clean air, land, and
water. We must not only do everything to ensure that we protect our planet for future
generations but also listen to members of Indigenous communities who have done
this work for centuries.



18.What opportunities do you identify for “green jobs” in the region?

I think the opportunities for green jobs are endless if the City of Hamilton follows
through with actions relating to declaring a climate emergency. Tools like Green
Development Standards (GDS) mean that builders, contractors, tradespeople and
others can contribute to a green building sector. Planners, architects, engineers and
other professionals, who support the development process, would then also be
contributing to the green economy. I think it’s less about identifying individual “green
jobs” as it is about transitioning to a world that is focused on climate justice. As we
do that, we will start to see jobs “greening” on their own. This approach also lends
itself to collaborating with other levels of government.

19.What assessment and accountability measures will you implement to ensure
that council's policies produce measurable outcomes?

I will continue to advocate around accountability and transparency at City Hall if I’m
elected to represent Ward 2. I have already, over the past 5 years, made a series of
related recommendations that have been implemented by City staff at the request of
City Council. I know how to work collaboratively to achieve these outcomes. The
next step is to ensure that there’s follow up. I have proposed, as part of my platform,
that the City adopt the following policies -

● Encourage any organization receiving City funding to share feedback,
positive or constructive, about issues involving the City - his will ensure that
key City partners are providing it with the necessary feedback required to
improve the services it delivers

● Update the City's governance model including the elimination of the
General Issues Committee and the requirement for all members of City
Council to sit on all Standing Committees - this will make City meetings more
efficient and timely and ensure that all members of Council are more immediately
aware of vital issues facing the City; this will reduce the overall number of
meetings for Councillors and save money by reducing staff attendance at
meetings
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● Hire an arms-length auditor to administer municipal Freedom of
Information (FOI) requests and access records using the City's IT
infrastructure - this will eliminate the possibility for members of Council to
determine which records they disclose and will introduce more impartiality to the
process

● Eliminate the use of single sources for municipal contracts and choose
bidders based on balanced scoring - this will allow for open bidding processes
and result in choosing bid winners on the basis of quality of work and high
standards, not just the lowest bid

20.What is your position on the 2030 Commonwealth Games for a Hamilton bid?

In terms of Hamilton hosting the Commonwealth Games (CGs), I don’t think it makes
sense based on the information that’s been shared to date. Not only has the
committee organizing the games made several different pitches, but the current
conversation seems to have settled on there being no direct infrastructure or
housing improvements for Hamilton.

There was almost no coverage of the recent 2022 games and, in some cases, the
CGs have triggered some serious issues for the cities they’ve been hosted in.
There’s also a statement being made suggesting that this won’t cost Hamilton
anything. This is not true. There will be a number of future in kind contributions
required, including staff time, that are not being transparently evaluated. There is
also the potential opportunity cost to the city of having federal and provincial funds
allocated to the games, meaning they may not be available for higher priority
projects the city deems to be critical.

In order for me to support these games I would need to see complete transparency
around costing, all of the agreements related to the Hamilton Urban Precinct
Entertainment Group (HUPEG), since these facilities are related to the CGs, and a
report detailing what the guaranteed benefits will be to supporting infrastructure and
housing. At that time, I would be able to make a decision, and not before.

Since there’s so much left to hear, and many serious issues facing our City, I think it
would be irresponsible of me to say more. The more public information that can be
shared, the better, so that I can then engage with residents, hear what they have to
say, and consider their feedback in any future decision. I think that’s vitally important.



Hamilton Workers:

21.Do you believe in a living wage for all, including students?

Yes. Students are workers and also deserve a living wage. For far too long, there
has been a stigma surrounding the value of student work. As a former
post-secondary student, I know that it can be difficult to make ends meet. The future
of a living wage for all must include everyone.

22.Do you support contracting out or privatizing public services?

No.

If YES, under what circumstances and why?

If NO, why?

In my lifetime, I have watched governments sell off public land, public assets like the
407, and privatize public work. In almost every instance, there has been a
diminishing return on private investment. Corporate shareholders end up
determining whether the costs of basic services and infrastructure increase, and by
how much. We need public services that are accountable to the public. If those
services are not being delivered properly, it’s up to the public to demand better from
their official representatives or elect better ones at the ballot box. The quick trade off
of privatization is not a sustainable path toward a just future for all residents.

23.Would you support contracting in work? For example, cleaning or waste /
recycle being brought back in house.

I would definitely support contracting services in where it makes sense, like in the
examples you provided, or where there is alignment with basic public needs (like the
installation and safe operation of staffed public washrooms and more amenities like
garbage cans and water fountains). I would advocate for contracting in to be done
through existing City unions.

24.Would you support curbing the growth of auxiliary employment amongst
municipal employees, and the conversion of auxiliary work to full-time regular
positions?

Yes. It’s important to consider that the growth of “auxiliary employment” contributes



to creating two-tier workplaces. Two-tier workplaces enshrine excellent wages and
benefits for more senior full time employees, while creating less healthy and safe
conditions for auxiliary workers. Work is work and everyone deserves the same
benefits, conditions, and wages when performing that work.

25.How would you describe the labour relations climate with city workers and
their unions?

To be honest, I don’t know much about the dynamics between City of Hamilton
workers and the unions they represent. I have observed, from what has been
available publicly, that there appears to be a toxic relationship between the City’s
Human Resources department (and Labour Relations) and some unions. I think
there’s a lot that can be done to make that relationship work better by having City
Council set, and follow through on, strategic priorities that address workplace
culture.

26.How would you help to ensure that city workers are able to do their jobs with
the resources they need, and to continue to provide the services upon which
we all rely?

By ensuring that any Collective Agreements that City Council signs off on are fair,
equitable, and bargaining in the best possible faith. I would be willing not only to sit
in on negotiation as a representative of City Council, but to speak to individual
unions about any concerns they have with the language in their agreements that
they feel is limiting them from receiving the resources they need to do their jobs.

27.How do you see yourself supporting the members of CUPE Local 5167 as
workers and residents?

By continuing to be a vocal ally to the labour community and by taking the issues
raised by CUPE Local 5167 seriously. I can also, as a member of City Council, help
to set the tone for the direction the City of Hamilton moves in with respect to its
labour relations. I think there is a considerable amount of room for improvement and
the new term of Council is an opportunity to start fresh.



Resident Engagement & Social Justice:

28.How would you address poverty in Hamilton?

Poverty is on a spectrum of interconnected issues including housing, homelessness,
affordability, income, and disability. My platform includes several priorities that
address these issues. In order to address poverty in our city, we must not only
acknowledge it but confront it head on by proactively working with other levels of
government to deal with the systemic issues that continue to cause it.

A universal basic income, something that was piloted in Hamilton, would go a long
way to helping and it’s something that we must push for, as the City of Hamilton, at
the tables we share with other levels of government.

29.How would you address homelessness and the balance of resident concerns?

Homelessness has been made worse, increasingly over the last 20 years, because
every level of government has ignored it or done things to contribute to our current
housing crisis, including the City of Hamilton. Everyone who lives downtown has
been impacted by the housing crisis and many have been displaced, leaving them
no other option but to live on the streets. This isn’t ok and it’s not getting better.

There is no solution that exists without first addressing the root causes of
homelessness like affordable housing and wrap around health and mental health
supports. I realize that those things will take time to implement but the City’s own
data shows that there are less than one thousand people who are in the most need.
As a City of nearly 600,000 people, we can solve this problem.

In the short term, the City must seriously consider temporary housing options and
immediate plans to ensure that there are adequate health and mental health
supports available to those who need them.

The following items from my platform will address this issue -

● Complete an immediate audit and assessment of all City land assets - this
will determine what land can be allocated and leveraged to build long term
deeply affordable housing and to create a municipal non-market housing
program (including rentals for all income levels)
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● Develop a policy for addressing houselessness that is founded in
compassion and accountability - this will provide better outcomes to houseless
Hamiltonians and help the City to better determine its ability to support them

● Audit and grade downtown shelter spaces - this will level the playing field and
help to create a uniform approach to service delivery that will reduce negative
impacts for shelter users

● Draft local tenant protection policies - this will introduce regulations to protect
tenants from renovictions by landlords who want to do renovations and
demovictions by landlords who want to demolish buildings

30.What ideas do you have for affordable housing in Hamilton?

The Affordable Housing priority in my platform includes 8 policy points. Some are
outlined in the question above. The others are -

● Coordinate CityHousing Hamilton and the City's Housing Services
department - this will save money, allocate services more equitably, and make it
easier to develop and implement policies

● Implement local landlord licensing - this will protect tenants from substandard
housing conditions by ensuring that the City's property standards bylaws are
enforced and that there are proactive inspections

● Retrofit CityHousing buildings to provide emergency cooling and heating
relief during extreme weather - this will provide relief to residents and will
create a backbone of staff support to support residents on site when these
events occur

● Sign on to the first Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) - this will increase
affordable housing and create a culture of community dialogue and partnership
that provides vital community amenities and jobs through fairly negotiated
agreements with developers

https://www.cameronforward2.ca/platform


31.What forms of inequity do you identify as problems in Hamilton and how
would you address them? 

There are a number of social inequities in our city. Several reports and studies,
including those that arose in 2019 identifying Hamilton as the “Hate Capital of
Canada” identified inequities based on race, gender, religion, and gender identity. It’s
also quite widely known that Hamilton has grappled, for decades, with providing
support to members of BIPOC, Two Spirit, and LGBTQIA+ communities.?

Social inequity also exists geographically. Ward 2 is home to many “code red”
neighbourhoods, postal codes that experience extreme heat impacts during summer
months, and roads and other infrastructure that have been neglected for decades.
Barton Street, which runs through Ward 2, was recently voted one of our worst
roads.

Within the downtown core, there are neighbourhoods, like the North End, that are
zoned for 30 km/h speed limits while, just blocks south, children are forced to cross
busy traffic speeding down Cannon Street East in order to get to school in the
Beasley neighbourhood or cross Aberdeen Avenue to get to school in Ward 1.

Greenspace is sparse downtown and some neighbourhoods, like the Durand
neighbourhood, which has the highest density of apartment buildings in the city, has
only one small park available for use by its more than 10,000 residents.

These inequities can be addressed by ensuring that services are delivered equitably
across the entire city but also across all neighbourhoods in Ward 2 and by
considering these social inequities when deciding how to spend our public tax
dollars.

32.What steps do you plan, if any, to take to implement the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission and Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
and Girls Final Report calls to actions/justice within the various departments
of the city?

I have outlined priorities in my platform that specifically address these issues. They
are -

● Respond directly to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada's
Calls to Action for municipal government - this will address the direct calls to
action that the Indigenous community has asked municipalities to take up
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(specifically Calls to Action 22, 23, 57, 87, 88, and 91)

● Expand City Council through the election of a member of Hamilton's
Indigenous communities - this will prioritize the involvement of members of
Indigenous communities in citywide decisions and help to ensure that the water
and lands upon which Hamilton is situated are stewarded with care

33.How will you consult with and build capacity within equity seeking groups in
the community and organization?  

As a member of the queer community, I have been actively engaged in doing this
work for many years. Some of that work was done, publicly, through my time as a
member of the Pride Hamilton board, as Chair and member of the City of Hamilton’s
LGBTQ Advisory Committee, and member of the Governing Council of the Hamilton
Centre for Civic Inclusion. In addition, my platform outlines the following steps I will
take if I am elected -

● Create safe City-supported spaces for members of communities that have
been targeted by discrimination and violence - this will help to address the
needs of Hamiltonians with disabilities and members of Two Spirit, BlPOC (Black
Indigenous People of Colour), LGBTQIA+, Muslim, and Jewish communities, who
have all been asking for these supports for many years, especially those without
direct support from a City department

● Restore and expand participatory budgeting - this will include developing a
program to identify resident priorities for the ward and City budgets and to update
those budgets to reflect Clear Writing (CW) principles

● Respond directly to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada's
Calls to Action for municipal government - this will address the direct calls to
action that the Indigenous community has asked municipalities to take up
(specifically Calls to Action 22, 23, 57, 87, 88, and 91)

34.How do you plan to involve residents in decision making processes in
Hamilton?

My staff and I will make ourselves available to residents. I have demonstrated,
through my community involvement, that I am a responsive, attentive, and
accessible person and I will bring that with me to the role of Ward 2 City Councillor if
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I am elected. In addition, the following priorities from my platform will address this
issue -

● Meet with and listen to residents regularly by holding town halls, attending
meetings of neighbourhood organizations, and participating in local events
- this will provide me with the continued feedback I need to advocate for
members of the community

● Encourage any organization receiving City funding to share feedback,
positive or constructive, about issues involving the City - this will ensure that
key City partners are providing it with the necessary feedback required to
improve the services it delivers

● Increase the volume and methods of communication with all Ward 2
residents - this will keep residents better informed about issues and ideas that
affect them; more information makes for a more engaged community

● Speak out, in public, and in an accessible manner, about important issues -
this will let residents know that I support them, see them, value them, and am
listening to their concerns

● Bring back the Ward 2 Community Council - this will enable neighbourhood
organizations to bring their issues to their City Councillor and to have the
opportunity to meet with other community members, exchange ideas,
collaborate, and advocate collectively for change

35.Other comments?

I have no other comments.
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